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Phew.... face masks. How many did you make over the past couple months and
years? I bet you lost count a long time ago...

And I agree. They're probabbly not the most exciting project but we keep making
them. Especially if my son keeps losing them - I will be making more. And more.
And more. 

Over the years now, I've tried several different designs and fits. I altered them and
eventually came up with a design for kids and one for us adults, that nicely fits us
all. Not too tight whilst also not falling off their little faces. And (a big bonus I
think) they are not too tedious to make.  

Another trick is to make them in batches. So you don't have to make them too
often. And in the end - it's quite therapeutic to do some mindless sewing. Don't
you agree? Almost like Yoga, and you can definitely watch Netflix whilst making
yet another batch of face masks. Win win. 

 But let's start now and make a batch of easy face masks together.

You ready? Let's go.
 

You want to make some super easy face masks? 
Let's make some together. 

Laura xo
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quilting cotton 
elastics
thread
print of your template (see last page)
wonder clips 

Cut out your template and trace it on the wrong side of fabric. You will need 4
pieces to make 1 mask (2 pieces to assemble the outside and 2 pieces for the
lining). Cut out the pieces using scissors or a rotary cutter.

Place 2 pieces in front of you (right sides together) and sew them together
along the curved edge for your nose. Repeat for the other side. Now, turn the
lining right side out and place it inside the other panel (again, right sides
together). Make sure to hold both panels in place by using wonder clips.

Cut 2 pieces of elastic for the ear loops and place them at the inside of your
panels. Now sew once around your masks using a 1/4" seam allowance,
leaving a gap to turn your mask right side out. After turning, topstitch along
the edge of your mask using a 1/8" seam allowance.  

This is what you'll need:

And here a couple notes:

And that's it, my friend. Super easy - as always. If this is your first try at making
face masks or you're more of a visual maker, please have a look at my website.
There you can find the free video tutorial where I talk you through every step
along the way.

  

Let's get started. Shall we...? 
Remember. Make them in batches if you can! 
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Click here for a list of the materials 

Watch the tutorial here!
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Easy DIY face mask - template 

Find the free video tutorial and all the materials
you'll need over on my Sewing Blog. 

Ear loops (2x): 

5" each for kids and 7" each for adults 

Kids + Adult size 
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cut 4 pieces per mask 
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